What To Bring?
Clothing: Hartland Christian Camp is located at an elevation of about 4500 feet with
temperatures varying greatly. Summer afternoons are generally warm (low 70’s to high 80’s) and
nights are cool to cold with temperatures from the 60’s down to the 40’s at times. Bring:
l
Warm clothing for the evenings
l
Cooler clothing for daytime
l
Good walking/hiking shoes
l
“Grubbies” (clothes that can get dirty, muddy, etc.)
l
Jacket, sweatshirt, etc.
Please put your name on everything! If you find that you have lost something, call the Camp Office at
(559) 337-2349. Found items are only held for two (2) weeks after camp.
Dress code:
We have the unique opportunity to create a setting that fosters spiritual, relational, and personal
growth. Your dress can help or hinder that goal so please be modest. While this list does not include
every imaginable article of clothing or fashion trend, here are some guidelines to help you keep
everyone's best interests in mind.
l
l
l
l
l

Tops end where bottoms begin. Your midriff belongs behind one or the other.
Underwear belongs UNDER your other clothes. Don't go showing it off.
Sleepwear is for sleeping in. Please don't wear your jammies around camp.
Yoga pants are for doing yoga in. Save the tight-fitting pants/shorts for the gym back home
or cover them with a long shirt.
And as ironic as it may sound, the longer the shorts the better. At least fingertip length
please.

That about “covers” it - please do likewise (pun intended).
Other things to bring to camp:
l
Towels
l
Sleeping bag
l
Pillow
l
Soap, shampoo, toothbrush, etc.
l
Water bottle
l
Watch
l
Bible
l
Pen or pencil
l
Camera
l
Flashlight
l
Spending money for the Snack Bar/Gift Shop, ping pong, foosballs, and (Jr. & Sr. High only)
paintball.
Please do not bring: electronic devices of any kind, alcohol, tobacco, drugs (unless prescribed by a
doctor), firearms, and fireworks.
COUNSELORS
• Bring a fan for your cabin. It’s hot up here and a fan really helps your campers to sleep.
• Bring a large illuminated clock so you can keep your campers on schedule

We are praying for you. It’s going to be an amazing week!

